
WHITEMAN GHOSTSAirmen at the 509th Bomb Wing keep the nation’s 
stealth bomber fleet ready for action.
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WHITEMAN GHOSTS
Photography by Sagar Pathak

Twenty-five years ago in July, the B-2 bomber made its first flight. Since then, the B-2 has been 
America’s stealthy hammer, taking part in the wars in Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya and 
regularly deploying to Guam to provide a continuous bomber presence in the Pacific. The sole B-2 
unit of 20 airplanes is the 509th Bomb Wing, based at Whiteman AFB, Mo. There, the B-2s are gener-
ated from and serviced in specially built hangars. Flying hours for the 509th’s pilots are limited by the 
small number of B-2s, so pilots keep their flying skills honed with time in simulators and companion 
T-38 trainers, painted to match the much larger B-2s. Here, a B-2 of the 509th and a T-38 of the 394th 
Combat Training Squadron fly formation in the Missouri skies. On the pages that follow, we have 
respected the wing’s request to refrain from naming B-2 pilots.
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/1/ The Air Force named most B-2s after states, along the lines of the old Navy battleships. Here, AV-16, Spirit of Hawaii, 
is illuminated by ceiling lights in its custom hangar (both front and back doors are open for engine runs). /2/ The B-2 
egress trainer gives pilots periodic refreshers in how to exit the airplane in an emergency. It can be filled with smoke and 
has all the lights and caution signals of a real cockpit. That training was used only once, in 2008, when the B-2 Spirit of 
Kansas crashed in Guam. The pilots survived a low-altitude ejection without major injury. /3/ Air traffic control apprentice 
A1C Chanel Johnson checks the runway from Whiteman’s tower. /4/ Call sign Dexter, the supervisor of flying, acts as the 
operations group commander’s eyes and ears in the tower, monitoring weather and area flight ops. /5/ Spirit of Hawaii looms 
in its hangar. /6/ During an annual inspection, Spirit of Alaska has its stealth materials scrutinized by techs from the 509th 
Maintenance Squadron and the 131st Maintenance Squadron, an Air National Guard unit. On the fuselage are SSgt. 
Joshua Fleshman (left) and A1C Steven Sahd.
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/1/ Sahd, a low observables tech with the 131st, applies stealth coatings. Note his boot covers, protecting the B-2’s stealth 
finish. For large applications and repair, Whiteman has a specialized stealth coatings facility. /2/ The B-2s share Whiteman 
with A-10s of the 442nd Fighter Wing, an Air Force Reserve unit. /3/ The 394th’s T-38s are serviced under sun shades on 
the tarmac. /4/ Spirit of Indiana and a T-38 chaser make a low sunset pass over Whiteman.
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/1/ During a proficiency exam, 509th weapons loaders hold 
a bomb bay door open. L-r: TSgt. Ricardo Zuniga, TSgt. 
Chase Molitor, SSgt. Brandon Moyland, and TSgt. Na-
than Wesley. /2/ MSgt. Jamie Gilbert, Zuniga, Molitor, and 
Moylan (l-r) review procedures for loading a Joint Direct 
Attack Munition on a B-2. Spirit of Whiteman is a full-scale, 
nonflying weapons loading trainer. /3/ Spirit of Indiana 
opens its capacious bomb bays. /4/ Spirit of Indiana taxis 
out. In flight, protruding lights and intake doors close flush 
for stealth. The B-2 is kept meticulously free of surface 
imperfections that could show up on radar. /5/ Left to right: 
509th crew chiefs SrA. Patrick Nelson and SrA. Dustin 
Childs go over a preflight checklist with call sign Shredder 
and photographer Sagar Pathak before a simulated nuclear 
bombing mission. 
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/1/ Spirit of Indiana lowers its landing gear. Having no vertical control surfaces, 
the B-2 relies on deflecting its tail/wing flaperons for yaw control. Seen deflect-
ed at the aircraft’s rear, they can also function like a speed brake. Computers 
make the split-second calculations needed to keep the B-2 stable in flight.  
/2/ SrA. Steven Lee of the 309th Operations Support Squadron adjusts an oxy-
gen mask for a waiting pilot. /3/ A1C Jared Schanen of the 509th OSS performs 
maintenance on a parachute to be carried in a T-38 ejection seat. /4/ Spirit of 
Indiana taxis as Spirit of Missouri, in background, starts down Runway One at 
Whiteman. /5/ Above the Truman Military Operating Area, a pair of 394th T-38s 
fly in formation.  
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/1/ Spirit of Pennsylvania takes off. 
Though the Air Force doesn’t acknowl-
edge it, names assigned to B-2s report-
edly recognize congressional delegations 
from those states that were supportive of 
the Air Force strategic bombing mission—
another tradition borrowed from the Navy. 
/2/ There’s ample warning around White-
man that the B-2’s secret technology will 
be vigorously protected. /3/ Whiteman 
airmen check their handiwork on the rifle 
range. /4/ SSgt. Michael Boutte and TSgt. 
Cole Miller of the 509th Security Forces 
Squadron work on long-range target 
practice. /5/ SSgt. Daniel Crummey of the 
509th SFS practices at the range. 

Next page: /1/ Flying alongside Spirit 
of Indiana, T-38 Spirit of Knob Noster 
honors Whiteman’s local host commu-
nity. /2/ SSgt. Timothy Heiden, a 509th 
OSS air traffic controller, monitors a radar 
approach and control terminal, watching 
airspace up to 45 miles away. /3/ Spirit of 
Indiana on final approach at sundown. 
/4/ A topside view of Spirit of Indiana. 
With a wingspan of 172 feet, the B-2 is 
only about as long as an F-15 fighter. n
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